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Abstract14

The Southern Ocean plays a major role in the global air-sea carbon fluxes, with some15

estimates suggesting it takes up 40% of the total anthropogenic carbon dioxide. Under-16

standing the Southern Ocean overturning transport is particularly important because17

the overturning transport fluxes tracers between the depth and the surface. Recent work18

shows that this vertical transport preferentially occurs downstream of bottom topogra-19

phy, but there is further work to understand how this relates to the theory of overturn-20

ing circulation. This study uses an idealized Southern Ocean-like MITgcm channel and21

particle tracking in the thickness-weighted circulation to develop a new understanding22

of the three dimensional-nature of the overturning. This study evaluates the overturn-23

ing transport by splitting the flow into three main driving forces behind the transport.24

First, is a wind-driven Ekman transport which is spread out throughout the domain and25

only leading order in the upper overturning cell, although not entirely zonally-symmetric26

due to the meandering nature of the flow. The remaining two components are standing27

eddies and transient eddies both of which are localized near the topography. The exis-28

tence of the ridge weakens the response of the overturning to changes in wind, especially29

in the lower cell. The localization of the vertical flow shows the necessity of careful mod-30

eling of these specific regions in the Southern Ocean to understand the transport and31

carbon export.32

Plain Language Summary33

The Southern Ocean is a key location for the global carbon budget because it is34

where the deep ocean interfaces with the atmosphere and exchanges long held carbon35

reserves. This study uses an idealized channel model to see how the surface ocean con-36

nects to the deep ocean and find that almost all of this connection is right near the to-37

pographic features. The localization due to the undersea ridge reduces the sensitivity38

of the vertical transport to changes in wind. This points to the importance of sampling39

and modeling these localized regions carefully in order to capture the local eddy activ-40

ity.41

1 Introduction42

The Southern Ocean is responsible for about 30% to 40% of oceanic anthropogenic43

carbon uptake, an oversized contribution (Gruber et al., 2009; Frölicher et al., 2015). How44

that carbon budget has varied since the industrial revolution and how the budget will45

change with climate change are open questions (Le Quéré et al., 2017). Since there is46

a strong vertical gradient in dissolved inorganic carbon in the near-surface Southern Ocean47

(Gruber et al., 2009), the vertical transport of water is a major physical process affect-48

ing the air-sea carbon fluxes. Thus an understanding of upwelling is necessary to under-49

stand the carbon budget.50

Traditionally, we call the circulation responsible for the upwelling of tracers the resid-51

ual overturning circulation. This is called the residual circulation because it is the small52

remainder of two main competing processes, wind-driven overturning that steepens isopy-53

cnals and eddy-driven overturning that acts to relax those isopycnals (Marshall & Speer,54

2012). This understanding was developed for an idealized ocean that lacks bottom to-55

pography or other zonal asymmetries. Many other aspects of this theory have been shown56

to be overly simple due to the existence of topography (Youngs et al., 2017, 2019; R. Aber-57

nathey et al., 2011). There is still then the open question of how the topography mod-58

ifies the overturning circulation and changes its response to changes in wind.59

Currently there is little understanding of how the residual overturning in the South-60

ern Ocean responds dynamically to changes in wind stress and buoyancy forcings, with61

most studies considering the steady state overturning and constant forcings (Hallberg62
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Figure 1. A figure showing the vertical velocities at 210 m depth in the Southern Ocean State

Estimate (SOSE) 1/6 degree simulation averaged from 2013 to 2018. The black contours show

the 2000 m isobath showing the location of topography. This shows us that the vertical velocities

are not uniform across the Southern Ocean, but enhanced near topographic features, countering

the assumption of residual overturning theory that the circulation is uniform throughout the

Southern Ocean.

& Gnanadesikan, 2006; R. Abernathey et al., 2011; Meredith et al., 2012). It is hypoth-63

esized that as the wind strengthens, the wind driven overturning strengthens and the64

isopycnal slopes steepen, leading to an increase in the eddy driven circulation, at least65

partially compensating for the change in the wind driven circulation (Marshall & Speer,66

2012). However this is based on the zonally symmetric conception of the overturning (R. Aber-67

nathey et al., 2011), so little is know how the topography changes sensitivity of the over-68

turning. There have been several studies about the sensitivity of the overturning to changes69

in wind with topography, but with limited results (Meredith et al., 2012; Zhai & Mun-70

day, 2014; Munday & Zhai, 2015; Bishop et al., 2016). There is still a gap with connect-71

ing the flat bottomed theory to how the sensitivity is different with a ridge and with-72

out.73

The Southern Ocean State Estimate shows that vertical velocities are isolated near74

topography (Figure 1), suggesting the importance of the topography for driving upwelling.75

This has been confirmed in similar models by showing particle upwelling localized to re-76

gions downstream of topography (Tamsitt et al., 2018; Viglione & Thompson, 2016). The77

localized upwelling has been suggested to be due to baroclinic eddies enhanced down-78

stream of topography. In addition, studies have shown that Antarctic Intermediate Wa-79

ter and Antarctic Bottom Water are formed locally (Talley, 2013). However, there is a80

gap in understanding how this picture connects to the zonally symmetric theory of the81

overturning. In this paper, we will address this by showing specifically which processes82

are leading to the vertical transport of water in which locations.83

In this study, we use an MITgcm channel model representing the Antarctic Cir-84

cumpolar Current, with idealized geometry and forcings, to understand how three-dimensionality85

of the geometry leads to three-dimensionality of the flow. We build off a two-layered sim-86

ulation with similar parameters in Youngs et al. (2019) and an MITgcm set-up with a87

similar framework (Youngs et al., 2017). In this paper, we describe the numerical model88

in section 2. In section 3, we investigate the three-dimensionality of the flow and the driv-89

ing forces behind it. In section 4 we investigate the response of the overturning to changes90

in wind. In section 5 we present two considerations in applying these results to more com-91

plex models. In section 6 we discuss and conclude.92
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Figure 2. Geometry of the idealized MITgcm channel. There is a Gaussian ridge that is

2000 m tall located at 800 km, wind has a cosine profile with a maximum τ0, the color here is

a snapshot temperature with τ0 = 0.15 N m−2. The ridge is a similar dimension and steepness

compared to real topographic features in the Southern Ocean and the channel length approxi-

mates the spacing of major topographic features.

2 Ocean Model93

We use an MITgcm channel that is 4000 km long by 2000 km wide and re-entrant94

in longitude (Figure 2). The model is run at a 10 km resolution. The deformation ra-95

dius in this configuration is about 15 km, but features tend to be larger than the defor-96

mation radius (Pedlosky, 1987). As a check, we also ran the simulations at a 5 km res-97

olution and saw the same physical behavior. We have a total depth of 4000 m with 3298

points in vertical, from 10 m grid spacing at the surface to 280 meters in grid spacing99

at the bottom, as used in previous studies (R. Abernathey et al., 2011; Youngs et al.,100

2017). For topography we have a Gaussian ridge of half-width 200 km, 2000 m tall, lo-101

cated at 800 km downstream of the channel entrance (Figure 2). We use a 600 second102

time step, free slip sides, and a diffusivity varying from 0.01 m2 s−1 to 1×10−5 m2 s−1103

with a tanh profile with a decay scale corresponding to a mixed layer depth of 40 m. We104

also have a linear bottom drag with a drag coefficient of 1.1×10−3m s−1. We note here105

that we split up the domain into three regions: the upstream region ahead of the topog-106

raphy, the downwash region from 800 km to 2000 km, and the downstream region, 2000107

km to the end of the domain. We choose this idealized geometry because it is the sim-108

plest configuration that has a three-dimensional, zonal-asymmetry like seen in the South-109

ern Ocean.110

2.1 Boundary Conditions111

The surface is forced using a wind stress of the form112

τ(y) = τ0 sin(πy/Ly) (1)

where Ly = 2000 km. For the base case, τ0 = 0.15 N/m2; it will be varied from 0.05113

to 0.25 N/m2 (Figure 2).114
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At the northern boundary, the temperature (which determines the buoyancy) re-115

laxes to a fixed profile with a timescale of 1 week, as an exponential profile116

Tn(z) = ∆T (ez/z
′
− e−H/z′)/(1− e−H/z′) (2)

where Tn is the temperature at the northern boundary, H is the domain depth of 4000117

m, and −z′ is a decay depth of 1000 m. The choice of profile is justified by Karsten and118

Marshall (2002).119

We use a surface relaxation condition because it allows the strength of the over-120

turning to change as we change the wind. We note here that the overturning does change121

with changes in wind stress with a fixed flux, however the effect is smaller. Using a fixed122

surface relaxation temperature profile for both the flat bottom and ridge cases leads to123

wildly different overturnings; instead we have adopted a method which allows both a re-124

laxation boundary condition and comparable overturnings for the flat bottom and ridge125

simulations. We first run simulations with a fixed flux surface boundary condition as shown126

in Figure 3(b) for both ridge and flat-bottomed cases. From these simulations, we use127

the time- and zonally-averaged surface temperature to choose a relaxation temperature128

profile T0(y) with a heat flux Q = −λ(〈T 〉 − T0) where λ is the relaxation time scale129

of one month and T0 is the temperature profile calculated. The time scales and proce-130

dure is developed after R. Abernathey et al. (2011). In other words, we ran one flat and131

one ridge simulation to set the temperature relaxation profiles, then fixed the relaxation132

profiles in the wind perturbation experiments. This creates comparable overturning cir-133

culations as seen in Figure 4. This method of using the fixed flux conditions in order to134

generate a temperature relaxation is required because the isopycnal slopes are very dif-135

ferent between these two cases. The heat fluxes are not zonally symmetric and are vis-136

ibly enhanced near topography due to colder water being brought northward (Figure 3(d)).137

2.2 Particle tracking138

We are going to examine the spatial distribution of upwelling and downwelling, as139

well as determining the relative importance of the mean and the eddies, by tracking par-140

ticles in the thickness weighted mean velocity. The computation is done using standard141

Lagrangian equations for movement in a specified flow field. To understand why using142

this is appropriate with the thickness-weighted mean velocities, consider solving the pas-143

sive tracer equation144

∂

∂t
θ + ũ · ∇θ = 0 (3)

with a delta function initial condition145

θ = δ(x−X(t)) (4)

where X(t) gives the particle position. Particles generally stay on buoyancy surfaces; those146

that do not because of diabatic processes in the surface layer or interpolation errors are147

discarded. Thus, the vertical velocities calculated here are purely adiabatic and along148

isopycnals.149

We use the thickness-weighted horizontal and vertical velocities ũ = u](x, t) as150

defined by Young (2012). This choice was made because the mean velocities are not par-151

allel to the mean buoyancy surfaces (the Reynolds’ heat fluxes imply that u·∇b 6= 0),152

and, therefore, using them to advect particles would not represent the upwelling and down-153

welling properly. In contrast, the thickness-weighted velocities ensure that the particles154

stay on the mean buoyancy surfaces. The thickness weighted average is155

θ̂ =
θh

h
(5)

where h is the thickness of a layer defined by d3x = dx dy dz = h dx̃ dỹ db̃, where the156

·̃ indicate buoyancy coordinates. The overbar represents a time-average. Properties are157
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Figure 3. Figure showing the temperature boundary conditions. (a) Northern boundary re-

laxation temperature. The temperature is relaxed linearly from the maximum at the northern

boundary, linearly scaling back to no forcing at 1930 km. (b) Heat flux profile used with the

average surface temperature (c) to generate surface relaxation temperature. (d) shows the full

heat flux pattern for τ0 = 0.15 N m−2. From these forcings, we generate an upper and a lower

overturning cell of reasonable strength relative to the channel length.
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interpolated to buoyancy (equivalent to temperature) surfaces, multiplied by the instan-158

taneous thicknesses, h, and then time-averaged. The height of the buoyancy surface is159

given by160

z = ζ(x̃, ỹ, b̃, t̃) (6)

where ζ defines the buoyancy surface. The three-dimensional residual is given by161

u] =

(
hu

h
,
hv

h
,
hu

h
ζ x̂ +

hv

h
ζ ŷ

)
(7)

The x̂, ŷ derivatives are taken in buoyancy space. The advective derivative for θ looks162

the same as usual, but with the u] velocities.163

The contribution to the vertical displacement from the eddies is simply the differ-164

ence between advection by the Eulerian-mean u(x) and by the thickness-weighted mean165

u](x). We use the “layers” package to calculate uh, vh, h, u, v on temperature layers or166

in (x̃, ỹ, b̃, t̃)-coordinates. The time-averaged temperatures are used to calculate ζ x̃ and167

ζ ỹ. The thickness-weighted averages û, v̂, ζ x̃, and ζ ỹ are transformed back into (x, y, z, t)-168

coordinates. From this we calculate u] and export these velocities so that particles can169

be released and tracked in the thickness-weighted velocity field.170

2.3 Overturning Calculation171

We then can calculate the residual overturning as follows:172

ψ =

∫ T ′

0

∫ xmax

0

vhdxdT (8)

where h is the temperature (buoyancy) layer thickness, v is the meridional velocity in173

the layer. We show the meridional overturning circulation for both the flat bottom and174

ridge cases (Figure 4). The simulations with a ridge show an extra feature in the over-175

turning due to the surface heat fluxes associated with the meandering flow. This is shown176

by the blue, negative cell entirely within the envelope of temperatures seen at the sur-177

face. When this overturning is then projected into depth-space, the surface meander fea-178

ture is projected below the surface ocean, misleading the reader by showing a non-existent179

diabatic process at depth. A meander here is a north/south deviation of flow in the time-180

mean. The vertical isopycnal seen in Figure 4(d) is an artifact of the meander as well,181

because that colder temperature reaches the surface only over the topography. One dif-182

ference between the flat-bottom and the ridge simulations is the steepness of the isopy-183

cnal slopes. They are much steeper for the flat-bottomed simulations, leading the lower184

cell to be much deeper in the domain than with the ridge simulations (R. P. Abernathey185

& Cessi, 2014). This has implications for which water masses reach the surface and where186

they are exchanged with the rest of the ocean.187

As a note for further analysis, we split up overturning cells based on temperature188

ranges as seen in figure 4. The lower cell downwelling is the coldest temperatures seen189

to the maximum in the lower cell overturning as seen close to the northern boundary.190

The lower cell upwelling is the temperature range between the maximum of the lower191

cell and the sign change of the overturning, again along the northern boundary. The up-192

per cell upwelling is defined by the temperature range from the sign change to the max-193

imum of the overturning seen at the northern boundary.194

3 Three-dimensional Circulation195

3.1 Method196

In order to visualize the three-dimensional flow, we use particle tracking in the thickness-197

weighted flow. We release particles x = 100 km and every y and z location on the na-198
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Figure 4. Residual overturning in temperature space (a,c). The same overturning projected

into depth coordinates (b,d). The overturning is shown for flat-bottomed simulations (a,b) and

ridged simulation (c,d). The solid black line shows the mean surface temperature versus Y , and

the dashed lines show the 1 and 99 percentile of temperature values, representing the tempera-

tures exposed to the surface. These show similar overall magnitude of the residual overturning for

both flat-bottomed and ridge simulations, but with an additional feature in the lower cell in the

ridge simulations due to the meandering flow over topography.
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Figure 5. A figure showing the residual displacement on three different temperature surfaces,

representing the three different overturning branches that we can resolve. We release particles

at the western boundary of the domain and follow them to calculate their displacement rela-

tive to their initial z positions. (a) shows particles released at 1 C, which represents lower cell

downwelling. (b) shows particles release at 2 C which represents lower cell upwelling. (c) shows

particles released at 4 C which represents upper cell upwelling. The upwelling and downwelling

seen here is reflective of that seen in Figure 4. Particles move north and south due to the ridge

and experience different vertical transport depending on their location.

tive grid, near the entrance to the channel. We advect the particles using an RK-2 ad-199

vection scheme in the thickness-weighted velocities. We discard particles that enter the200

mixed layer, and those that enter the northern temperature relaxation region. We an-201

alyze the particles based on the initial temperature and eliminate particles if they change202

temperature too much (±0.1 C). This range was chosen arbitrarily, however changing203

the range does not affect the results. In addition, we tabulate the vertical displacement204

from just the Eulerian mean in depth space in order to produce an eddy versus mean205

displacement. The particles are still advected in x, y, z using the full thickness-weighted206

flow, but the vertical displacement is calculated with the local mean w by multiplying207

by the time step and adding it to calculate the mean displacement. We show the ver-208

tical displacement following these particles in figure 5. We see that the particles go up209

and down over the topography and then generally see enhanced upwelling downstream210

of the topography, in the downwash region, and then a leveling out far downstream. The211

upwelling and downwelling seen in these chosen temperature layers is reflective of the212

overturning circulation calculated for figure 4.213

We average over the latitudes (Y ) in each temperature layers to understand the214

cumulative upwelling versus position down the channel, allowing a visualization of the215

upwelling surface and splitting the components into mean and eddy (Figure 6). The ver-216

tical displacement is divided by the total time it takes to transit the domain, in part be-217

cause the total displacement in one transit of the channel is much larger for the colder218

temperature layers because the transit time is much slower. Dividing by the mean to-219

tal time of each temperature layer allows a clearer comparison between the different tem-220

perature layers.221

3.2 Eulerian Mean Versus Transient Eddies222

We investigate the cumulative vertical displacement on temperature surfaces of par-223

ticles as they transit the domain west to east (Figure 6). The total upwelling has a very224

localized pattern with peaks located near the topography and in the downwash region225

at 1200 km (Figure 6a). By the end of the domain, we see the upwelling and downwelling226

we expect by looking at the meridional overturning (Figure 4). We compare this to the227
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Figure 6. An analysis of the displacement of particles for a ridge case (a,b,c) and a flat bot-

tom (d,e,f). We then split up the flow from the total residual (a,d) into the mean (b,e) and

eddies(c,f), where the vertical advection of each component is catalogued separately. The dis-

placement is normalized by the total amount of time to transit throughout the domain. This

shows us that the transient eddies are localized strongly in the downwash region (X = 1000 km),

although the mean component is leading order for the lower cell upwelling. For ridge, total isn’t a

small residual between the winds and the other components.

total upwelling with a flat bottom (Figure 6d) which shows us the same pattern but with228

a purely linear increase, indicating the zonally symmetric nature of the flat-bottomed229

simulations. Also for the flat bottom, the mean (e) and the eddies (f) have opposing signs230

so that the total is a small residual. This method reproduces the results of the well-studied231

zonally symmetric system, giving us confidence in the robustness of our analysis.232

For the ridge case, most of the structure comes from the area right around the ridge233

(Figure 6b). Since the mean is not primarily zonally symmetric, most of the signal we234

are seeing is from what we can call the standing eddy component. You can see the ef-235

fects of the wind-driven zonally-symmetric component in the downwash regions by the236

linearly changing patterns. The eddies (Figure 6c), on the other hand are localized in237

the downwash region, where they lead to upwelling or downwelling in one location and238

then nothing changes the rest of the domain. Thus, the lower cell downwelling is driven239

by the eddies and the mean, where as the lower cell and upper cell upwelling is primar-240

ily driven by the transient eddies. Thus, each cell is driven by different processes, which241

has implications for how the overturning changes with the wind stress.242

3.3 Understanding the Eulerian Mean Overturning243

From Figure 6, the pattern of the mean vertical transport seems to have multiple244

components, one localized near the topography and one linearly changing throughout245

the domain. To further investigate this, we split the Eulerian advection into Ekman ve-246

locities and the remainder. The Ekman velocities are calculated using the wind-stress247
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Figure 7. An analysis of the Eulerian-mean displacement of particles for a ridge case (a,b,c)

and a flat bottom (d,e,f). We then split up the flow from the mean displacement (a,d) into

the Ekman (b,e) and standing eddy(c,f), where the vertical advection of each component is

catalogued separately. The displacement is normalized by the total amount of time to transit

throughout the domain. The Ekman component is dominant in the upper cell upwelling whereas

the standing eddy component is dominant in the lower cell. Standing eddies primarily act in the

downwash region.

curl forcing and we assume they are the same at every depth. This is a fair assumption248

because the scale depth of the ocean is much deeper than the ocean bottom. This as-249

sumption is validated in the flat bottomed case where almost all the Eulerian velocities250

are Ekman velocities (Figure 7).251

For the flat bottom, as expected, the difference between the mean and the Ekman252

flow is small, validating the metric. For the ridge, on the other hand, there are two com-253

ponents, a weak Ekman term that results in approximately uniform upwelling across the254

domain. This is likely weak due to the north-south movement of particles in this case255

and flat isopycnals allowing more cancellation of negative and positive Ekman velocities.256

The second component is a standing eddy component with a big rise and fall over the257

topography, then a rise in the warmer waters and a fall in the cooler ones. The ridge even258

modifies how the winds affect the overturning particles, so that all components of the259

overturning are modified by the topography.260

This standing eddy component has been shown to be an important part of the over-261

turning circulation. The standing eddy component is determined by examining the time-262

mean overturning that is a deviation from the zonal average and then taking a zonal av-263

erage to analyze. Many different studies in realistic geometries highlight the role of this264

component and its leading order nature (Bishop et al., 2016; Dufour et al., 2012). We265

again find this to be the leading order of the overturning.266
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4 Sensitivity to Wind267

The most salient implication for this localized understanding of the overturning cir-268

culation is in the sensitivity of the overturning to changes in wind. Figure 8 shows how269

the overturning strength changes as the wind stress increases or decreases for both a flat270

bottomed simulations and ridged simulations. We see that the sensitivity to the wind271

stress is very similar for the upper cell for both flat and ridge cases, but the lower cell272

is a different story. With a ridge, the lower cell overturning hardly changes at all as the273

wind changes, unlike with a flat bottom. Thus, the topography significantly alters the274

sensitivity of the overturning. In this section we provide a first direct comparison between275

ridge and flat bottom Southern Ocean channels overturning and connect the underly-276

ing dynamical processes.277

4.1 Isopycnal Slope Changes278

In the lower cell, the magnitude of the overturning is controlled primarily by the279

magnitude of the surface buoyancy flux. The temperature range of the lower cell barely280

outcrops at the surface in the time mean, so Ekman pumping can hardly act to drive over-281

turning for the lower cell. For the upper cell, Ekman pumping also plays a role, some-282

what complicating the picture. However for both cases, the magnitude of the buoyancy283

flux is then controlled by the temperature difference between the surface and relaxation284

temperature. Since the isopycnals are essentially pinned at the northern boundary due285

to the quick relaxation time scale, the surface outcrops are a reflection of the isopycnal286

slopes. This allows us to connect how the isopycnal slopes vary to changes in the over-287

turning.288

We have examined how the isopycnal slopes change in both upper and lower over-289

turning cells in a two-layer quasi-geostrophic channel (Youngs et al., 2019). This study290

can help us interpret how the isopycnal slopes are changing in our channel (Figure 8).291

Essentially for the lower cell ridge case, we are seeing very little change in the isopyc-292

nal slopes with changing wind, which is in agreement with the response of the weakly293

negative overturning in the two-layer quasi-geostrophic study. This is very different for294

the flat bottom where the isopycnal slopes get steeper in both ridge and flat bottom, also295

in agreement with the quasi-geostrophic model. The system transitions from a state with296

a very small meander due to the small barotropic component of the flow to one with a297

large meander due to a larger barotropic component. This transition is what results in298

the particular isopycnal slope distributions with wind. This is due to localization of the299

eddy activity near the topography (MacCready & Rhines, 2001; Youngs et al., 2017, 2019).300

Thus we can use our understanding of why the slopes change the way they do from the301

quasi-geostrophic model and apply it to our more realistic modeling.302

As we show in Youngs et al. (2019), this change of sensitivity is due to the funda-303

mentally different response of the lower cell to the wind when there is a ridge: in that304

case, as the winds increase, the system transitions from a bottom-insensitive configura-305

tion, dominated by buoyancy fluxes, to the bottom-sensitive configuration dominated306

by the winds. As the winds strengthen the flow becomes more barotropic and the sur-307

face flow is more and more affected by the topography. We provide a new plausible ex-308

planation for why the overturning changes with wind as it does.309

4.2 Dynamical Processes310

We have made an argument for why the isopycnal slopes change with changes in311

wind and how that changes the surface buoyancy fluxes. There is still a remaining gap312

here about which dynamical components of the overturning respond to changes in wind.313

In eddy permitting models, several studies find that the standing eddies absorb the changes314

in the wind (Dufour et al., 2012; Bishop et al., 2016). In addition, standing eddies have315
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Figure 8. This figure shows the overturning versus the wind stress maximum for both the

flat-bottomed and the ridged simulations (a) and the slopes for each cell (b) averaged over 40

years. We show here that the sensitivity is much weaker for the lower cell when we have topogra-

phy indicating that the zonal asymmetry (the ridge) is important for the sensitivity. The change

in overturning is in part understood by the changes in isopycnal slopes, whose response is studied

in detail in Youngs et al. (2019).
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been shown to sharpen to respond to changes in wind stress (Thompson & Naveira Gara-316

bato, 2014). A similar analysis could and should be done with the methods shown here,317

but are outside the scope of this paper.318

The standing eddy component is especially important in the lower cell, which ef-319

fectively absorbs changes in the wind. Therefor it is consistent that there would be lit-320

tle change in the overturning with changes in wind. On the other hand, the processes321

driving the upper cell are more similar to the flat bottom with a wind stress balanced322

by transient eddies, so the upper cell’s response to the wind for a ridge is similar to the323

flat bottom. Thus it seems that the differing driving processes in the upper and lower324

cell have different sensitivities to the wind, meaning that all three components of the over-325

turning’s sensitivity need to be modeled correctly in order to produce an appropriate over-326

all sensitivity.327

5 Metrics for Evaluating Models328

5.1 Localized Enhanced Diffusivities329

The localization of eddies just downstream of the ridge is very important for how330

the system responds to winds. The enhanced local eddy activity is responsible for the331

way the isopycnal slopes respond to changes in wind. In addition, the enhanced local-332

ized eddy activity is also evident with eddy-driven upwelling localized near the topog-333

raphy (Figure 6). The enhanced local eddies are also evident in observations and more334

realistic models (Hogg et al., 2015; Bishop et al., 2016). This enhanced eddy activity leads335

to elevated eddy diffusivities near the topography (R. P. Abernathey & Cessi, 2014; Sallee336

et al., 2011).337

Since the local eddy activity and thus localized enhanced eddy diffusivities are fun-338

damentally important in setting how the system responds to changes in forcing, it is con-339

sistent that the local diffusivities would be an important factor in sensitivity. In a com-340

prehensive review of modeling studies examining how the overturning changes with wind,341

Gent (2016) finds that model configurations where the Gent-McWilliams parameters were342

allowed to vary in latitude and longitude are less sensitive to changes in wind. This is343

because the localization of the eddy activity is parameterized by the localized Gent-McWilliams344

diffusivity. This suggests a way forward to make sure climate models appropriately re-345

spond to changes in wind stress.346

5.2 Three-dimensional Signatures in Zonally Averaged Diagnostics347

Now that we have demonstrated the three-dimensional structure to the overturn-348

ing, we ask if it is possible to see this signature in the standard zonally-averaged diag-349

nostics. We show in Figure 9 the overturning calculation split into the Eulerian mean350

and the eddy components for the flat bottomed and ridge cases. We note that for the351

ridge case, the total in this zonally averaged framework is a small residual of the Eulerian-352

mean and eddy components, in contrast to the particle tracking diagnostics where the353

total, Eulerian-mean, and eddy components all being the same magnitude (Figure 6).354

The main differences between the ridge and flat cases are the vertically-banded features355

in the Eulerian mean and the depth of the overturning.356

This leaves the question, why is the Eulerian-mean component so much smaller,357

relatively, for the particle tracking diagnostics. We suggest that this is due to the par-358

ticles traveling north and south throughout the domain experiencing the Ekman veloc-359

ities in varying degrees depending on their position in y. In addition we are averaging360

over y in a temperature layer, leading to partial cancellation in the north and south. This361

effect is larger for the ridge case because of the flatter isopycnals. Thus there is relatively362

little signal of the zonal-asymmetry in the overturning when diagnostics are performed363
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Figure 9. The meridional overturning (a,d) split up into Eulerian mean (b,e) and eddy (c,f)

components for the ridge (a,b,c) and flat bottom (d,e,f) cases. This shows us that the zonally

averaged diagnostics don’t show many signatures of the localization, and over-estimate the contri-

bution of wind-driven overturning.

with a zonal-averaged. This highlights the need for caution when analyzing the Eule-364

rian mean overturning because it over-represents the role of the wind-driven overturn-365

ing. Calculating the mean overturning on isopycnals instead, may produce more fruit-366

ful results and the split into standing and transient eddies may bring more results (e.g.367

Bishop et al., 2016; Viebahn & Eden, 2012).368

6 Discussion and Conclusions369

Throughout this study, we have connected localized particle upwelling to the thickness-370

weighted averaged circulation theory using an idealized Southern Ocean-like channel. We371

have shown that the zonally symmetric residual overturning is an inaccurate picture be-372

cause of the localized nature of the overturning (Figure 10). The topography dramat-373

ically reduces the sensitivity of the lower cell overturning to changes in wind. This is a374

related to how the isopycnal slopes evolve with the wind (Youngs et al., 2019). Includ-375

ing the topography is essential for predicting the sensitivity, in agreement with studies376

that show that the standing meander is primarily responding to changes in wind (Dufour377

et al., 2012; Bishop et al., 2016).378

We improve our understanding of the Southern Ocean by extending the zonally-379

symmetric picture to three-dimensions with thickness-weighted circulation. We also show380

definitively that upwelling near topography is in fact driven by predominantly transient381

eddies. We also provide a physical explanation for why the overturning changes the way382

it does with wind when there is a ridge, providing clarity to the discussion of eddy com-383

pensation, where it is likely that standing eddies absorb much of the change of the wind.384

In addition, a word of caution is given using zonally-averaged diagnostics, because they385

over-represent the role of wind-driven transport in the channel with topography.386

One limitation to generalizing these results is the idealized geometry. This ideal-387

ized geometry allows for a clear picture of the overturning while also leaving open the388

question of how our study generalizes to the topographic configuration of the Southern389

Ocean. While we expect our results to apply to a more realistic geometry, more inves-390

tigations are necessary to tie the theory to the circulation. Another particular caveat con-391
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Figure 10. This figure schematically shows how our understanding of the overturning circula-

tion changes with the addition of a zonal asymmetry due to topography. The new understanding

highlights the role of the time-mean circulation via the standing eddy as a leading order feature

of the residual overturning circulation, as well as the localized nature. A reduction in sensitivity

to changes in wind is experienced by the lower cell, due to this localized nature.

cerning the Southern Ocean lower cell. In the ocean, Antarctic Bottom Water occurs pri-392

marily at two very localized places, the Weddell and Ross seas (Talley, 2013; Rintoul,393

2018). We do not replicate that localization or the specific overflow processes that gen-394

erate the water mass. This amount of specificity and detail was outside the scope of this395

project, but we suggest to do a similar analysis in more complex models that represent396

these processes.397

Our study emphasizes that localization is fundamental for the global overturning,398

but we remark that this localization is also fundamental for where carbon and other trac-399

ers upwell into the mixed layer. As highlighted in Youngs (2020), we also see that this400

leads to very specific patterns of carbon outgassing. This suggests the necessity of highly-401

localized in situ measurements above topography to appropriately sample the carbon bud-402

get and vertical transport in the Southern Ocean. We now have a better dynamical un-403

derstanding of the relevant overturning processes in the three-dimensional Southern Ocean404

and can now analyze the three-dimensional circulation in more complex models using405

the method outlined here.406
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